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According to Becker and Henlies, relatively fast molecular beams of heavy gases can be produced
by having a mixture of the heavy gas and a light acceleration gas expand out of s nozzle and transferring the core of the nozzle flow into high vacuum. By mass spectrometric analysis of the collected
beam, the degree of enrichment of the heavy gas is investigated for different argon-hydrogen mixtures
and for different inlet pressures. The particle flow density of the molecular beam is obtained by
measurement of the pressure head. The acceleration of argon is investigated by a time-of-flight
method. For an initial mixture of 1% Ar and 99% Ht, the system yields a maximum of 40% for the
argon mole fraction in the beam a t an inlet pressure of 2 atm. The corresponding flow density is
1.3 X 10'7 Ar atams Der cm2 Der sec. a t a distance of 60 mm from the nozzle: the besm velnritv
is
. ..-. -2100 m/sec corresponding to a kinetic energy of the argOn stoms of about
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H E gas kinetic processes on the surface of
objects moving a t high speed a t large altitudes
can be simulated in the laboratory by scattering
molecular beams of suitable energies from a static
test specimen. Thus, for instance, reflection experiments may provide data on the accommodation
coefficient which is relevant to aerodynamic drag
under the conditions of interest.'
Becker and Henkes2 have sho~viithat high intensity molecular beams in the energy range of
interest can be produced by expaiiding a mixture
of a heavy gas and a light acceleration gas out of
a nozzle and transferring the core of the nozzle
flow into high vacuum. I n this way it was possible,
for instance, to generate argon molecular beams
with a most probable velocity of 2040 m/sec from
a mixture of 2.2 mole % Ar and 07.8 moIe % H2
a t room temperature. The recorded time-of-flight
distributions gave rise2 to the coricliision tliat the
light gas used for acceleration stroiigly separates
from the heavy beam gas, thus producing a molecular
beam considerably enriched in the heavy component.
However, no quantitative data could be given on
beam composition and, consequently, ori the flottdensity of the components.
By mass spectrometric analysis of the beam gas,
the present work determines the composition of
molecular beams produced using Ar-H, mixtures
under varying conditions. The particle flow density
of the beam components is obtained from measurements of the pressure head and the known composition of the beam. The most probable velocity
of the beam is determined by the time-of-flight
method, as in the earlier ~ v o r k . ~
2

See e.g. F. C. Hurlbut, J. Appl. Phys. 28, 844 (1957).
E. W. Becker 2nd W. Henkes, Z. Physik 146,320 (1956).

EXPERIMENTAL EQUlPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were carried out in a molecular
beam apparatus primarily designed for low temperature experiments, this equipment has been described elsewhet-e.3 In the present werk, however,
no cooling liquid was used so that the ~vholebeam
geiierating system sho~viiin Fig. 1 was a t room
temperature. For the maximiim inlet pressure used,
the pressure in the high \*.acuum chamber was
about 2 X 10-5 mm Hg. JT7ithout a beam load,
the pressure was about 3 X 1 0 -nlm
~ Hg.
At a distance of 43 mm from the collimator, the
core portion of the beam entered a 33 mm inner
dianieter tube through a 3.2 mm wide circular
opening. The other end of the approximately 1 m
long t,ube was pumped with t ~ v ocascaded mercury
pumps with a capacity of 100 aiid 12 liter/sec respectively. A trap cooled bjr liquid riitrogen was located
between the tube and the first piimp. The gas was
collected a t the forepressure side of the mercury
pumps, and its composition was determiried bg
mass spectrometric means. Calculations shoxed t,hat
under the experimental conditions used there ~vill
be no major distortion of the results due to separation effects in the detector. Therefore, with sufficient accuracy, the mole fraction y„ as determined
in the beam gas can be assumed to be equal to the
ratio of the argon particle flow density jArto the
total particle flo~irdensity (j,,,
jII,)of the molecular beam. Thiis, the flon- density of argoii is
given by
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1'. Becker, R. IClingelhöfer, and P. Lohse, Z. Katurforsch. 17a, 432 (1962).
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inlet pressure p, a t the nozzle for three diierent
initial mixtures. All curves show a weak minimum
a t low inlet pressures. y a , increases with increasing
inlet pressure, in particular for the initial mixtures
1.0 and 3.3 mole % Ar, and reaches a flat maximiim
a t about 2 ata (1 ata = 735 mm Hg). Using the
~,
mole fraction of argon in the source gas, y A r , one
obtains the enrichment factor
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Fra. 1. Beam producing system (dimensions in mm).

ß reaches maximum values of 68, 54, and 38 for

the three mixtures, the initial mixture, having- the
lowest a g o n content, providing the largest enrichThe total flow density needed to evaluate Eq. (1)
ment factor. The shape of the curves can be exwas determined from the pressure head of the beam
plained qualitatively by assuming that the beam
measured with a collection tube combined with a
producing system acts like a combination of sewral
For the evaluation of these
diaphragm rnan~meter.~
separation nozzle systems6 connected in series, each
experiments it could be assumed that the mixture
one reaching the optimum Icnudsen number for
components leave the collection tube under molecseparation.
ular conditions; i.e., mith a mean velocity inversely
The lower half of Fig. 2 sho~vsthe deperidence
proportional to the square root of their molecular
of the particle flo~vdensity of the a q o n component
meight. In addition, the molecular beam was inon p, for the three mixtures investigated. In advestigated nrith a time-of-flight setup as described
dition, the argon and hydrogen particle flo~vdensiin former publi~ations.~'~
ties are given for beams of pure argon and pure
hydrogen. The curves for pure argon and pure
DEPENDENCE ON INLET PlU2SSURF:
hydrogen show minimum values a t 0.6 and 1.5 ata
which probably are due to the effect
respectively,
The upper half of Fig. 2 shon~sthe mole fraction
~
a
v e s The
. ~ argon flow density of the
of
shock
of argon rar of the collected gas as a function of
seeded beams increases monotonically ~vithinlet
pressure for all three mixtures. In the range of
mixture ratios investigated, the initial gas with
the highest argon content provides the maximum
argon flow density in the beam. Ho~vever,even for
the mixture containing only 1% Ar, the argon flow
density is still considerably higher than that, for
the uncondensed beam of pure argon.
The time-of-flight distributions show that for the
investigated mixtures a t inlet pressures exceeding
about 600 mm Hg the velocitys V , is nearly independent of inlet pressure. The observed values of
V, and the corresponding kinetic energy E, of the
Ar atoms have been compiled in Table I together
mith the beam velocity W„„ calculated from the
measured time-of-flight distributions under the
FIG.2. hlole fraction of argon y„ in the collected beam
gas and particle flow density j „ a t a distance of 45 mm from
the collimator edge as a function of inlet pressure for three
initial mixtures. For comparison, the argon a n 1 hydrogen
flow densities for pure argon (in units of atoms/cmz see) and
pure hydrogen (in units of molecules/cm~ sec) beams are
also shown. (1 ata = 735 mm Hg).
4
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E. W. Becker and I(. Bier, Z. Naturforsch. 9a, 975 (1954).
0. Hagena and W. Henkes, 2. Naturforsch. 15a, 851

(1960).

E. W. Becker, I<.Bier, and H. Burghoff, 2. Naturforsch.
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Naturforsch. 17a, 778 (1962).
K. Bier and 0. Hagena, 2. Angew. Physik 14,658 (1962).
With pure argon above 2 ata there is a partial eondensation
of the beam gas recognizable by the existence of a seeond
peak in the time-of-flight diagram. Cf also E. W. Becher,
I<.Bier, and W. Henkes, 2. Physik 146, 333 (1956).
V,,, 1s the velocity corresponding t o the maximurn of the
ion current distribution recorded by the detector of the timeof-flight set up.
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TABLE
I. Observed values of U, arid tlie corresponding kinetic encrgy F, of the Ar atoms.
Initial gas
mixture

ütü

1 % A r ; 9 9 %H2
3 . 3 % Ar; 96.7% H ?
11.4% Ar; 8 8 . 6 % II?
pure Ar
pure H ?

3.15
3 15
3 15
0.16
0.40

PO

JA r

y , ~

0.40
0.64
0.83
1 .O

...

atoms/crnz sec
1.7
2.7
3.4
0.36

.. .

assumption of a Lava1 velocity di~tributioii.~
For
comparisoil, Table I also includes the velocity wtheor
of the beam particles which is obtairied by assumiiig
a complete transformation of the initial eiithalpy
of the gas to kinetic energy of directed motioii,
mhich of Course, iii practice is not the casc. In the
paper quoted abovc, thc results of time-of-flight
measurements were alreadg published for a iiumber
of argoil-hydrogen mixture ratios and inlct prcssures
up to about 100 niin Hg usiiig a siinilar bcam produciiig system.
DEPENDENCE ON PRESSURE IN THE SKIMMER
AND COLLIMATOR SPACE

In ordcr to invcstigate tlic depei~dciiceof tlie
rnole fraction of the argoii in the bcam gas aiid the
flow density of argori oii tlie pressures p , and p ,
(see Fig. l ) , the appropriatc piimps were throttled
by valves. These experiments were carried out with
the mixture consistiiig of 1% Ar and 99% H, a t
an inlet pressure po of 2.15 ata. Figiire 3 sho~vsthat
fts well as j„, remaiiied eonstant within the
accuracy of the measi~remerits,when the pressure
p, between the iiozzle and skimmer was iilcreased
to about 1.4 mm Hg; i.e., above a nozzle expansion
ratio p , / p , of about 103.With further iricrease of p „
i.e., for further reductioii of the nozzle expansion
ratio, both quantities decrease. Tliis resiilt is in
accord with the fact, that, iii supcrsonic bearns, thc
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FIG.3 . hlole fraction
of argon
in the
collected beani gas and
particle flow density
j„ (in units of atoms/
cm2 sec) of the argon
component in the
beam a t a distance of
45 rnm from the collimator as a function
of pressure p1 between
the nozzle and skimmcr for the initial mixture of lyo Ar and
H2 a t an inlet
pressure po of 2.15 ata.

flow of the corc portioii of thc bearii betweeii riozzle
and skirnriler is uiiaffected by riozzle discharge pressures p , belo\v that correspondiiig to n "critical"
expansion ratio.' An iilcrease of pressure p, betnyeen
the skimmer arid collimator from 1 0 - ~to 10-2 mm Hg
resulted iii essentially no charige of Y,,, arid a 10%
decrease of j„.
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